In this paper, an Integrated C-Object Tool, namely ICOT, is proposed for knowledge-based programming. A major drawback of current rule-based expert system languages is that they have difficulty in handling composite objects as a unit of inference. An object-oriented model is a powerful alternative to complement the drawback. Each of these alone cannot capture all the semantics of knowledge, particularly in complex engineering domains. For a knowledge-based approach to be effective, both the object-oriented paradigm and the rule-based mechanism may need to be integrated into one framework. The framework may also need to support manipulation of fuzzy knowledge to model the real world as close as possible. Three types of fuzzy information are identified, and a proper way of representing and inferencing them is developed. ICOT provides a new framework into which rule-based deduction, object-oriented modeling, and fuzzy inferencing are combined altogether. This can become especially useful for developing knowledge-based engineering applications.
Introduction
For the last three decades a number of rule-based expert system languages have been developed, and many of them have been successfully used in a broad range of application problems including diagnosis, signal understanding, troubleshooting, classification, and so on. These successes have rapidly widened their application area to more complex engineering support systems, such as GIS (Geographic Information System), CAD (Computer Aided Design), CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing), and CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering). These engineering applications frequently deal with composite objects, and often involve multimedia data, such as images, graphics, voice, and video and spatial data types, such as points, lines, polygons, etc. Additionally, the information or the knowledge processed in such applications is very often uncertain.
It, therefore, is a basic requirement that the languages for engineering applications be capable of representing and processing composite objects, various data types, and uncertain knowledge. However, many currently available rule-based expert system languages have difficulties in handling composite objects as a unit of inference and limitations in supporting uncertainty and such a variety of data types. This has been pointed out as a major research issue by a number of research workers including [1, 2, 3] .
Proposed in this paper is a composite object inference model that integrates an objectoriented paradigm and a traditional deductive mechanism. Although a deductive model has been predominantly used in many expert systems, the model alone cannot keep track of all the semantics of knowledge contained in complex engineering applications. It is generally recognized that an object-oriented model is able to effectively represent composite objects. It thus can be a promising approach for a deductive mechanism to have the modeling power of the objected-oriented design [4, 5] . Such an approach may facilitate the development of knowledge-based systems for engineering applications.
While modeling and processing various types of information, many systems assume that the information be completely and precisely known. However, the information dealt with in the real engineering world inherently contains uncertainty, and further is not always complete [6] . Simply ignoring the uncertainty, the systems may suffer from lack of rational results. To represent the vagueness of the real world more naturally and to derive more useful results, it can be essential to have a proper way of representing and processing uncertain information. A great number of researches, including [7, 8, 9] that incorporate uncertain information into database systems and expert systems, have been carried out. A major purpose of these previous researches is to devise data types strengthening semantic expressiveness of the uncertain information and to develop efficient methods of processing the data. It is widely conceived that Zadeh's fuzzy logic [10] provides a good tool for these purposes. Several expert system shells have been developed using the fuzzy logic to provide a quite natural interpretation of the uncertain information [11, 12] .
In this research, a knowledge-based programming tool, namely ICOT (Integrated CObject Tool), is developed. ICOT uses a new framework where an object-oriented paradigm and fuzzy logic are combined with a rule-based language. The object-oriented paradigm can enhance the modeling power of traditional rule-based systems, and the fuzzy logic can provide a proper representation and process of uncertain knowledge. An additional characteristic of ICOT is that the combination is made in such a way that it is compatible with an extant relational database. ICOT objects can be persistently stored in the database while exploiting most database facilities. The features of object-oriented paradigm are expressed in terms of relational constructs. The fuzzy reasoning process is also tailored and very well suited to the framework of the database. The proposed approach has been implemented, and successfully applied to a GIS application problem.
The format of this paper is as follows. First several previous research results are reviewed in Section 2. Then, a GIS route management problem, which all the illustrative examples used in this paper are drawn from, is briefly described in Section 3. The basic design and implementation of ICOT is addressed in Section 4. Methods of declaring classes and instances are respectively described in Section 4.1 and 4.2, and declaration of rules is in Section 4.3. Finally, the basic design is extended to fuzzy inference in Section 5, with conclusions in Section 6.
Related Work
Considered in this paper is an integration of object-oriented paradigm and fuzzy logic into a rule-based language. This approach has gained a great amount of attention from many research workers, and thus a huge body of literature related with this issue is available [3, 11, 13, 14] . In this section, some of the important previous researches that are widely used for applications or have a particularly interesting variation of an issue under discussion are reviewed in three folds. First, rule-based mechanisms adopting object-oriented paradigm are described. Second, expert systems using fuzzy logic are presented. Finally, C-ECLPS (C -Enhanced Common LISP Production System), the underlying framework of ICOT implementation, is introduced.
Integration of object-oriented paradigm and rule-based mechanism
Objects become a uniform programming element for general computing. As objectoriented programming has taken hold in the mainstream of knowledge engineering tools, a considerable amount of interest has been expressed in combining rule-based systems with object-oriented models. On the one hand, great emphasis has been placed on the implantation of object-oriented concepts in logic languages [15, 16, 17] . A method is represented by a logic language program within an object, and a message is represented by a goal that should be satisfied. This easily enables an object to have inference capability. However, the use of logic languages to implement inheritance control and message processing which are the basic object-oriented concepts cannot take advantage of the declarative properties of logic [18] .
On the other hand, a number of rule-based database programming languages have been expanded by adopting object-oriented concepts. Illustra, a commercial product of POSTGRES, is an object-oriented database [19] . This system supports abstract data types which can be used to represent a rule as an attribute value. Dayal [20] represented a rule as an object having its own attributes and methods. Since these two approaches supports no general deductive rules and rely on procedural properties, their inference mechanisms require a significant amount of users' control. Maier [21] proposed a formal framework for object inference in a rule-based paradigm. This object inference is limited in that no provision is made for supporting composite objects and methods. Coral++ is expanded from Coral which is a rule-based query language [3] . While the language is capable of preserving the declarative properties of logic, it doesn't support multimedia data types and spatial data types. CLIPS 6.0 is an object-oriented version of CLIPS, recently developed at NASA [22] . CLIPS 6.0 supports modularized construction of knowledge base and pattern matching between the left hand side of rules and instances of user defined classes. However, the semantics of this language is significantly different from the behavioral semantics of its underlying database system. This semantic difference, which is usually referred to as an impedance mismatch problem, is its major limitation. K is another database programming language intended to overcome the impedance mismatch problem [13] . K serves as an interface to a high-level knowledge model of OSAM* [23] . A knowledge base can be defined, queried, and manipulated, and knowledge-based application systems can be coded. However, K does not provide any means for processing uncertain information, which is discussed in the next section.
Fuzzy logic in expert systems
Processing uncertain information in expert systems have also been an important research direct, and thus a number of approaches have been proposed. It is well known that the fuzzy logic proposed by Zadeh [10] is a good alternative to handle uncertain knowledge in rule-based expert systems [11, 12, 14] . In general, a fuzzy inference engine tries to match uncertain knowledge with the condition part of rules. When a rule is matched to some extent, if not exact, a conclusion is derived considering the degree of match. Several fuzzy expert system shells have been developed to integrate the fuzzy logic into their reasoning processes. For example, FLOPS and Z-II are fuzzy expert systems. FLOPS [11] , an extension of OPS5 [24] by adding fuzzy concepts, selectively executes rules according to their confidence factors. Z-II uses VAX-Lisp, and inferences based on the compositional rule of inference [12] . Recently, the implementation of Fuzzy CLIPS has been reported from NASA [25] . This enables domain experts to express rules using their own fuzzy terms. It also allows any mix of fuzzy and normal terms, numeric-comparison logic controls, and uncertainties in rules and facts.
These fuzzy expert systems, however, provide no object inference facility and inheritance mechanism. The object inference facility is a key to enhancing modeling power, and the inheritance mechanism is the essence to take advantage of code reusability. These two limitations may prevent the systems from being successfully employed in complex engineering applications. Furthermore, the semantics and syntax of these expert system shells differ from those of extant databases. Such incompatibility may make it difficult for their fuzzy reasoning ability to be integrated into the databases.
C-ECLPS (C -Enhanced Common LISP Production System)
ICOT is implemented on C-ECLPS [26] , which is a C version of ECLPS [2] . ECLPS, a significant extension of OPS5, is a production system language developed to build rulebased expert systems using IBM Common LISP. The structure of OPS5 is basically similar to a relational database framework. An overview of the basic features of C-ECLPS are presented.
The inference engine uses facts and rules. A fact in the working memory is defined by a composition of a class name and attributes. An attribute is specified by its name and a value. The syntax specification of C-ECLPS is shown below. The first is to declare a class of facts, and the second to create a fact or an instance of a class. The process of C-ECLPS inference is shown in Figure 1 . The inference utilizes forward chaining which first tries to match LHS parts of rules with facts in working memory, and then executes the RHS parts of matched rules. This is called an R-A (Recognize-Act) cycle. The Rete match algorithm [27] is used to match facts with a specific pattern. The R-A cycle comes into play only when the working memory is changed. A major advantage of C-ECLPS is that existing C library functions can be used in it and that knowledge can be input and inferenced in the environment of C programming language. That is, a user's application program and a C-ECLPS program are compiled and linked together. The same sort of feature is found in OPS5. A C program can also use C-ECLPS's rules of inference. The program can call the rules as it does subroutines. This interactivity between a C program and a C-ECLPS program is similar to that between CLIPS and LASER [28] .
A GIS Example
An application of GIS route management problem is briefly described. The examples used in the following sections to explain the design and implementation of ICOT are taken from the application. Buses and subways are a major means of public transportation in metropolitan areas, such as New York City, London, Seoul, etc. Determining a traffic route network which can ensure an efficient operation of the bus-subway systems is critical to solving traffic congestion problems. The ICOT system has been developed to support the bus-subway route management.
The GIS route management system needs to deal with many types of geographic information that usually involves spatial data as well as non-spatial ones. The various types of data are modeled using an objected-oriented modeling technique. Shown in Figure 2 is a part of the schema of the geographic information which needs to be considered. A class is represented by a rectangle where its class name and attributes are shown. An arc represents hierarchical relationship between two classes. Two hierarchical structures are found in the schema. One is a generalization hierarchy, linked by a thick arc. It represents a general-tospecific relationship between a class and its subclasses. For example, 'commuter_bus_route' and 'subway_route' are the subclasses of 'route'. The other is a composition hierarchy which is linked by a thin arc. This hierarchy interrelates an attribute and a class. For example, the 'source_node' attribute in 'route' and the 'station' class are of a composition hierarchy. The inference in ICOT is performed using rules. The domain knowledge that is used to determine the configuration and management of traffic route networks has been acquired from experts working in the field. A large number of rules that are used in practice are collected. These include the route utilization rate over time, the maximum, minimum, and average speed of vehicles, the interconnection or transfer conditions, and so on. Due to space limitation, only a few of the rules are shown as examples in the rest of this paper. Once the object-oriented data models and the rules have been set up, it can be declared in the ICOT system.
Basic Design and Implementation of ICOT
ICOT is an extension of C-ECLPS by furnishing it with the features of object-oriented models and the functions of fuzzy inference. Discussed in this section is a method of combining object-oriented concepts and C-ECLPS. A mechanism to employ fuzzy logic in this combination is presented in the subsequent section.
There are in general two possible approaches to mounting new concepts or functions on an existing system. One is to translate new codes into equivalent codes that can be understood by the underlying system [15, 18] , and the other to rebuild the kernel of the underlying system [16, 17] . The ICOT implementation has mainly adopted the first approach because its constructs are designed to have few semantic gaps with C-ECLPS. A preprocessor has been developed to translate ICOT codes into C-ECLPS. A modified Rete match algorithm is added on top of the C-ECLPS kernel. The algorithm is capable of dealing with several concepts, such as object equality, abstract data types, and fuzzy inference. These are not provided in C-ECLPS. ICOT has been implemented in C and runs on Sun Workstation. Three main issues in designing ICOT are provided below.
First, it is required to maintain the semantics implied by class hierarchies and composition hierarchies when translating ICOT declarations into C-ECLPS. For example, when an attribute value inherited from a superclass needs to be changed, the superclass should be identified. The translation creates an isa catalog and a composition catalog to carry super/subclass relationships and composite attribute/domain class relationships, respectively. Second, the Rete match algorithm is extended to perform object-based inference. Since the inference takes into account class hierarchy, it refers the information provided by the isa and composition catalogs mentioned above. Third, the fuzzy inference capability of ICOT has been implemented by allowing for the Rete match algorithm to perform inexact matching. Evaluation methods associated with fuzzy operators and inference units are provided. Possibility attributes in patterns are first added to the translated C-ECLPS codes, and then rules are evaluated by the modified algorithm.
C-ECLPS is basically a rule-based language. In order to extend it into an object-oriented model, several essential concepts of object orientation are required. First, to support generalization hierarchy structures, isa relations need to be specified in the declaration of classes. Secondly, to support composition hierarchy, a type mechanism is used in attribute domains. This allows for a class type to be assigned as an attribute type. That is, an instance object identifier of a class can appear as an attribute value in another class. Thirdly, when declaring a rule, a variable can be utilized for a class name. This provides the capability of navigating composition hierarchies. Once a variable is assigned to a class name in a pattern, the variable binds to an object identifier of an instance which belongs to the class. Such binding makes it easy to implement the composition hierarchy link. In other general cases, a rule can be applied to every instance of corresponding classes and of their subclasses. Taking a rule for a method enhances reusability of codes in a generalization hierarchy structure. These concepts are further detailed with the syntax specifications of ICOT.
Declaration of extended classes
The next specification syntax declares extended classes to support generalized composition hierarchy structures.
(defclass <class_name> isa <class_name> {<attr_def>}+) <attr_def> = <special_attr> | <normal_attr> < special_attr> = * <special_attr_desc> '_' <attr_name> ':' <attr_type> <special_attr_desc> = common | class | default <normal_attr> = * <attr_name> ':' <attr_type> In the syntax, an attribute can have various types, such as set, class, multimedia, and spatial data, as well as basic types, such as integer, real, string, etc.
<attr_type> = <basic_type>|<set_type>|<disjunctive_type>|<tuple_type>|<class_type>|<multimedia_type>| <spatial_type>|<method_type>
The meaning of each type is as follows.
• Basic type: This includes integer, real, character, and string. 
All the example classes shown in Figure 2 are defined below. After the 'defclass' keyword, a class name, 'isa' keyword, a superclass name, and attributes appear in this order.
(defclass route_network isa object * link_component:{route} * service_area:area) (defclass route isa object * source_node:station * dest_node:station * length_of_route:int * link_path:{station} * common_supervisory_office:char_dept_of_transportation * avg_speed:int * no_of_ passengers:int * overtraffic:int * traffic_portion:real * degree_of_congestion : real * dispatch_interval : int * max_no_of_passengers:int) (defclass station isa object * station_name:char * waiting_time:int * location:point * class_avg_ waiting_time:int * avg_waiting_ time:compute_avg_waiting_time(waiting_time)) (defclass area isa object * area_name:char * population:int * aerial_photograph:image * area_shape:polygon * write:write() * dispaly_photograph:display_aerial_photograph(image)) (defclass commuter_bus_route isa route * vehicle:commuter_bus * total_no_of_vehicles:int * max_no_of passengers:int * default_bus_type:char_city_bus * temp_vehicle:(commuter_bus)avail_vehicle(length_of_route)) (defclass subway_route isa route * name:char * default_subway_type:char_subway) (defclass commuter_bus isa object * capacity:int * picture:image * mfg_date:[ * year:int * mon:int * date:int] * default_bus_type:char_city_bus)
In the definition of the 'route' class, the domain of 'source_node' and 'dest_node' is 'station' which is a class type. The type of 'link_path' is a set of station classes. A tuple type is used for 'mfg_date' in the 'commuter_bus' class. The 'aerial_photograph' type contained in 'area' is image, a multimedia type. Many object-oriented systems treat a multimedia data type as a primitive class having an image type [1, 29] , an audio type, and a video type as its subclasses. In ICOT, to preserve the inferencing power of C-ECLPS without radically modifying its framework, the multimedia data type is treated as an abstract data type rather than a class. The 'display_aerial_photograph' attribute in 'area' is a method type. The method type is further detailed later in this section.
It is sometimes needed to declare attribute values for an entire class rather than each individual instance. A property that is commonly applied to every instance of a class is called a common attribute. For example, if a supervisory office manages every instance of a route class, the office can be a common attribute of the class. This attribute is shown in the 'route' class definition. A default attribute is to represent a default value. A common attribute disallows for an individual instance to possess an exceptional value, whereas a default attribute does allow by explicitly specifying it. The attribute 'bus_type' in the 'commuter_bus' class is declared as a default attribute, so that a default value is applied to an instance when the attribute remains unspecified. Finally, an aggregate property, which can be computed from all the instances of a class, is a class attribute. 'Avg_waiting_time' in the 'station' class is a typical example of such an attribute. The value of 'avg_waiting_time' is derived from the 'waiting_time' values of all the instances of the 'station' class. To specify the common, default, and class attributes, 'class', 'common', and 'default' should precede the attribute names, respectively.
Several method type attributes are found in the examples. There are two ways of defining a method. One is introducing a new construct [15, 30] , and the other regarding a method as an attribute [3] . The latter is used in this paper since executable codes can be an attribute value in C-ECLPS.
Methods can be classified into class method and instance method. A class method is concerned with an aggregate property of an entire class, while an instance method deals with some properties that are pertained to individual instances. For example, 'compute_avg_waiting_time' in the 'station' class is a class method. When this method is invoked, it carries out computing an average waiting time based on the 'waiting_time' attribute values of all instances in the 'station' class. This behavioral semantics is similar to that of SQL aggregate functions. The 'avail_vehicle' method shown in the 'temp_vehicle' attribute of the 'commuter_bus_route' class is an instance method. This method selects a temporally available commuter bus based on the length of one specific commuter bus route. Notice that the result type is 'commuter_bus' class. The method returns the object identifier of an instance in 'commuter_bus'. Both of these two types of methods are retained in class definitions. A method, once defined in a class, can be shared by all of its instance irrespective of the method type.
Declaration of instances supporting composite objects
An instance declaration consists of a class name and attributes, as in C-ECLPS. The class name indicates the class which the instance belongs to. An attribute is specified by its name and value. The value should follow the type specified in the class definition. A composite object is a group of interconnected objects that are instantiated together. If an instance a requires another instance b for its attribute value, a is called a composite object. The next syntax is to declare such a composite object.
[<var>](make <class_name> { * <attr_name> ':' <attr_val> | ( make <class_name> { * <attr_name>':' <attr_val> }+ ) }+) Provided below are some examples of instance declaration. Each of these strictly follows the corresponding class definition presented in the previous section.
(make area * area_name:seoul * population:3000 * aerial_photograph:aerial_photograph1 ..... The last instance, 'route', is a composite object because two of its attributes are associated with two other instances. There are two ways of specifying class type attribute values. One is using object identifiers as shown above. If an identifier is given for an instance, the identifier can be used to declare composite objects. In the above examples, two 'station' instances are first declared, and each is bound to object identifier <t1> and <t2>. Then, these objet identifiers are used as the value of 'source_node' and 'dest_node' in the declaration of the 'route' instance. The other is directly embracing an instance declaration in a composite object, which is illustrated in the next example. The whole instance declaration appears as the value of class type attributes. These two methods of specifying composite objects have no semantic difference. The capability of declaring composite objects makes it possible to navigate through a number of related objects. Several examples of such composite objects are shown in Figure  2 .
Rules in ICOT
A rule has a condition part and an action part. Unlike an ECA (Event-Condition-Action) rule, events are not explicitly specified. This may facilitate knowledge-based programming since a user can be free from specifying events. It is instead assumed that an event initiating rule interaction is generated whenever the state of WM is changed. Rules can interact by exchanging messages. If some attribute values of an instance satisfy the condition part, then the ICOT inference engine executes the action part. This may change some attribute values, generate output, or create new objects. These may further result in driving some other rules to be eligible to fire. In this section the ICOT syntax of rules is first described. Then, several features of object-based rules, such as a use of object variables, derived class, and inheritance of rules, are discussed.
The ICOT syntax specifying rules is shown below. In ICOT, objects are used as the basic unit of inference. When defining a rule, the classes to which the rule is applied need to be specified. This can be done by using a variable or a specific class name. Relevant attributes then follow the class specification. An exclamation mark ('!') can precede an attribute name. This is used to indicate that the rule should be triggered whenever the succeeding attribute value is modified or a new instance is added. The same mechanism is found in [31] .
Consider the next two example rules.
(defrule compute_total_no_of_vehicles <f>(commuter_bus_route * length_of_route:<x> * dispatch_interval:<y> * avg_speed:<z>) => (modify <f> * total_no_of_vehicles:(<y> * <z>)/(60 * <x>))) (defrule compute_max_no_of_passengers <f>(commuter_bus_route * vehicle:<commuter_bus> * avg_speed:<a> ! * total_no_of_vehicles:<b> * distance:<c>) (<commuter_bus> * capacity:<k>) => (modify <f> * max_no_of_passengers:(<k> * <a> * <b>)/<c>)))
The first rule calculates the total number of vehicles for every instance of the 'commuter_bus_route' class. The calculation is carried out using the length of route, the dispatch interval, and the average speed of an individual commuter bus route. The second computes the maximum number of passengers of a vehicle. This is derived from the average speed, the distance, and the total number of vehicles of a commuter bus route and the capacity of a commuter bus. Notice in the second rule that the 'total_no_of_vehicles' attribute is followed by '!'. If the first rule changes this attribute value, the second one is automatically executed and computes 'max_no_of_passengers'.
In the second rule, '<commuter_bus>', coming just after the 'vehicle' attribute, is an object variable. This binds to an object having the object identifier in the 'commuter_bus' class. So, (<commuter_bus> * capacity:<k>), which means that the capacity of a commuter_bus object is k, represents a simple navigation in a composition hierarchy link. Dot (⋅) notation may be used to represent such composition hierarchy links. This notation, however, can sometimes be less convenient than the object variables. Consider a vehicle traveling between a 'source_node', a, and a 'dest_node', b. If one wants to know the name of the service area and to see a picture of the area, the dot notation may be used in the following way.
(defrule inform_sevice_area (route_network * link_component.source_node:<a> * link_component.dest_node:<b> * service_area. area_name:<name> * service_area.aerial_photograph:<image1>) => (route_network * service_area.write:write(<name>) * service_area.display_photograph:display_aerial_ photograph(<image1>)))
The 'service_area' is redundantly specified, which leads to accessing the same object twice. If an object variable is used instead, a single access through the object variable can provide all the information needed. The previous rule can be written by using an object identifier as follows.
(defrule inform_sevice_area (route_network * link_component:<route> * service_area:<area>) (<route> * source_node:<a> * dest_node:<b> ) (<area> * area_name:<name> * aerial_photograph:<image1>) => (<area> * write:write(<name>) * display_photograph:display_aerial_photograph(<image1>)))
In this example, 'display_aerial_photograph' is a message taking <image1> as its parameter. In general, messages invoke their corresponding methods. If a method generating an object identifier is defined, then the message calling it may involve a composition hierarchy link.
Consider the case that two or more routes have an identical source node and an identical destination node, but not intermediate stations. To deal with this case, a universal quantifier, such as "each" or "all", may have to be introduced. Unfortunately, these quantifiers are unsupported in C-ECLPS, and, hence, in ICOT.
A rule defined for a class can be inherited into the subclasses. In other words, if a particular class name is assigned to a pattern, the rule applies to not only the class but also its subclasses. Consider the 'rushhour_overtraffic' rule shown below.
(defrule rushhour_overtraffic <f>(route * no_of_passengers:<x> * traffic_portion:<y> ! * max_no_of_passengers:<z>) => (modify <f> * overtraffic:<x> * <y> -<z>)) This rule computes 'overtraffic,' the number of passengers that exceeds the maximal transportation capacity of the route. Once this rule is specified, it is not required to define the same rule for the 'commuter_bus_route' and 'subway_route' classes. Since these two classes are the subclasses of the 'route' class, they can inherit the rule defined for 'route'. This rule inheritance provides the advantage of code reusability.
Finally, a rule can create a new class which is called a derived class. A derived class is basically a subclass of an object class. Consider the following 'commuter_bus_subway' rule. This rule is activated when a commuter bus route and a subway route have the same source and destination nodes. Notice that the action part of the rule generates a new class, 'commuter_bus_subway_route'. This derived class contains a special attribute, that is 'difference_of_passengers'. The attribute is used to specify the difference between the maximum number of passengers of the commuter bus route and that of the subway route. The class name of such a derived class begins with 'derived_'.
(defrule commuter_bus_subway (commuter_bus_route * source_node:<x> * dest_node:<y> * max_no_of_passengers:<t>) (subway_route * source_node:<x> * dest_node:<y> * max_no_of_passengers:<s>) => (make derived_commuter_bus_subway_route * source_node:<x> * dest_node:<y> * difference_of_ passengers:abs(<t>, <s>)) If instances of a derived class are frequently used, the class can be pre-defined. This can lessen the burden of accessing the 'commuter_bus_route' and the 'subway_route' classes. Otherwise, both classes should always be accessed whenever needed. A derived class, once created, is used independently from its base class. This means that any later modifications of the base class is not mirrored on the derived class.
Extension to Fuzzy Inference
ICOT provides a fuzzy inference tool to deal with uncertain information. The declaration of objects and rules explained in the previous section are modified to represent fuzziness. The tool adopts the concept employed in Fprolog [32] in the context of a hybrid objectoriented environment. The Rete match algorithm for object inference is further modified to perform fuzzy inference. A method of inexact matching based on fuzzy theory is utilized. Evaluation methods associated with fuzzy operators and inference units are provided.
Representation of fuzzy objects
The basic syntax to define classes and instances is extended to represent fuzzy information. Three types of fuzzy information are considered. First, fuzzy type attributes are used to specify uncertain attribute values. Such an attribute is allowed to have a linguistic fuzzy value, like 'crowd', 'long', 'high', and 'old'. Second, it is sometimes uncertain if an instance belongs to a class. An additional attribute, ' * poss', is appended to the attribute list to indicate the membership degree of the instance. This attribute is obviously a real type. Third, fuzzy hierarchical relationships can be optionally specified. A fuzzy isa relationship is specified by isa[/real]. This represents the uncertainty involved in generalization hierarchy. Class composition hierarchy is also fuzzified. This fuzzy relationship is specified by [/real] which follows the declaration of an embraced instance. All these syntactic elements to represent fuzzy objects are presented below. In the 'route' class, 'length_of_route' and 'no_of_passengers' are fuzzy type attributes. When declaring an instance of this class, the attributes have linguistic fuzzy values, such as 'long' and 'crowd'. This is shown in the succeeding instance declaration. This example also shows the membership degree (0.98) indicating that the 'route' instance is contained in the class. A fuzzy isa relationship is shown in the declaration of the 'commuter_bus_route' class. This class is specified as a subclass of 'route' with the degree of 0.9. A fuzzy composition is presented in the last instance. The composition link for composite attribute 'vehicle' is fuzzified here with the degree of 0.85. Along with the fuzzified isa hierarchies, it differentiates ICOT from Fprolog and fuzzy CLIPS. The inference engine of ICOT is able to support all these fuzzy information.
In order to evaluate such fuzzy values as 'crowd' and 'long', it is required to provide a membership function for each fuzzy value. A membership function can be specified by the mfct declaration shown below. Several examples following the mfct syntax are also listed.
A fuzzy value can be associated with fuzzy modifiers, such as 'very', 'more or less', 'not', and so on. Such modifiers are generally taken into account by adjusting membership functions as follows. 
Fuzzy inference
In order to inference with fuzzy information, a fuzzy operator and an inference unit need to be first set up. Various fuzzy operators have been proposed to support the fuzzy union (W) and the fuzzy intersection (X). These include min-max (the standard fuzzy operator), probabilistic sum-product, and bounded sum-product [33] . Besides these operators, a user can define his or her own operators. An inference unit in fuzzy matching can be either pattern or attribute. A user can choose one of these two. The default inference unit is pattern. The f_op syntax shown below selects a fuzzy operator to be used, def_op creates a user-defined operator, and infer chooses an inference unit. 
When the condition part of a rule is satisfied, the ICOT inference engine executes the action part. However, since objects handled by the rule are now fuzzified, the truth value of the fuzzy information is not simply true/false, but a degree in-between 0 and 1. Therefore, the inference process needs to consider the degree of pattern matching. For this fuzzy pattern matching, a threshold value is specified in the condition part of a rule. The threshold is called an × -cut value. If the matching degree of a pattern (LHS) is greater than α, then the LHS of the rule is regarded as being satisfied and the RHS can be executed. The fuzzy rule syntax is presented below. Consider the following fuzzy rule that generates an instance in a derived class 'route_of_prior_increase'. The default inference unit, pattern, is assumed. The other inference unit, attribute, is described later. This rule states that, for an instance that belongs to the 'commuter_bus_route' class, if its overtraffic exceeds 100, its length of route is longer than 1,500, and the vehicle is manufactured before 1985, then the instance is included in the derived class.
(defrule find_route_of_prior_increase (commuter_bus_route * source_node:<s> * dest_node:<e> * overtraffic:>100 * length_of_route:>1500 * vehicle:<commuter_bus>) (<commuter_bus> * mfg_date:[ * year:<85]) (with:0.6) => (make derived_route_of_prior_increase * source_node:<s> * dest_node:<e>)) Consider the next instance with the above rule. The possibility that this instance matches with the first pattern of the rule is 0.8, and that with the second is min(0.9, 0.85). Therefore, the overall possibility that the instance matches with the whole pattern is min(0.8, min(0.9, 0.85)) = 0.8. Since this value is greater than the × value, 0.6, the RHS is The rules find routes whose overtraffic is 'very_crowd', length of route is 'long', and vehicles are 'old', or whose traffic portion is 'high' and degree of congestion is 'high'. These fuzzy values can be evaluated using fuzzy membership functions defined by mfct. Examine the next instance with the above rules.
(make commuter_bus_route * source_node:<t1> * dest_node:<t2> * length_of_route:1500 ..... The possibility that the instance matches with the condition part of the first rule is first evaluated. Fuzzy attribute values and fuzzy modifiers are calculated using the fuzzy membership functions and the adjusted fuzzy membership functions described earlier. For example, the degree that the fuzzy attribute, ' * overtraffic:very_crowd', matches with ' * overtraffic:300' is (crowd(300)) 2 = (1+1/1000 |400-300|2) -1 ) 2 = 0.69. Similarly, the degree for 'length_of_route' is long(1500) = 0.67. Thus, the possibility that the instance matches with the first pattern of the first rule is min(0.69, 0.67) = 0.67. The possibility that the instance matches with the second pattern is old(83) = 0.77. Since these two patterns have a conjunctive (and) relation, the possibility that the instance matches with the first rule takes the minimum of the two possibility values, which is min(0.67, 0.77) = 0.67. The possibility that the instance matches with the second rule is evaluated in the same way, that is min(0.7, 0.8) = 0.7. When several rules are in a disjunctive (or) relation, the one having the greatest possibility is chosen. In this example, the possibility with the second rule is greater than that with the first. Since the resulting possibility, max(0.7, 0.67) = 0.7, is greater than the threshold value of the rule (0.6), the rule is executed and creates an instance. This possibility, 0.7, becomes the membership degree of the new instance in the derived class. Since the inference unit is attribute, the ' * poss' values are ignored. Figure 3 summarizes the overall process of evaluating the rules. Since 'subway_route' is a subclass of 'route', a rule defined for 'route' can also be applied to 'subway_route'. The inference engine first evaluates the possibility that the 'subway_route' instance matches with the condition part of the example rule. Notice that the membership degree of the instance in the 'subway_route' class is 0.95 and the degree that the 'subway_route' class isa the 'route' class is 0.9. Since the rule is defined for 'route', we need to know the membership degree of the instance in the 'route' class. This degree, however, is not explicitly specified. Let â A (<x>) denote the membership degree that instance x belongs to class A. Then, the possibility that the instance matches with the condition part of the rule can be expressed as min (0.90, â route (<sr>). It is obvious that â route (<sr>) ≥ â subway_route (<sr>) since <sr> should first be a route for it to be a subway_route. Therefore, the possibility becomes min (0.90, â subway_route (<sr>) = 0.95) = 0.90. Since this value is greater than ×, the rule can be executed.
Conclusions
Proposed in this paper is a composite object inference model that combines a rule-based deductive mechanism with an object-oriented paradigm and fuzzy logic. With the advancement of computer technology, many applications are widely used now to aid complex engineering tasks, such as GIS, scientific, and multimedia operations. The performance of such applications can be greatly enhanced if a knowledge-based tool can support them. However, many currently available rule-based expert system languages have limitations in doing this mainly because the tasks involved in such applications usually need to deal with composite objects and uncertain knowledge. This leads us to the development of ICOT, which is a new knowledge-based programming tool.
ICOT provides a new framework into which rule-based deduction, object-oriented modeling, and fuzzy inferencing are combined altogether. The specification syntax to define classes, instances, and rules is described with examples. Several concepts associated with composite objects, generalization hierarchy, and composition hierarchy have been addressed. Three types of fuzzy information are identified, and a proper way of representing and inferencing them is developed. The tool has been implemented on top of an existing production system language, C-ECLPS. It can be used as a development tool of knowledge-based application software that runs on a relational DBMS. ICOT provides several important benefits. First, the object-oriented concept improves the modeling power of traditional rule-base expert systems. Secondly, it can support various non-traditional data types, such as set, list, tuple, multimedia, spatial, etc. Thirdly, it provides a way to effectively represent the vagueness of the real world. These advantages become especially important for engineering applications. A more sophisticated system may be realized if it can be extended to handle universal quantifiers and equipped with an event driven active mechanism for ECA rules.
